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Statement of Teaching Philosophy 

 
The first time I taught the poetry of Eugenio Montale in class, my students were in their second 

semester of beginning Italian. The Ossi di seppia had been impenetrable to me even as a graduate student: 
an opaque wall of words, many of which I had to look up (and often could not find even upon looking 
them up, such as the famous meriggiare). In preparation for my general exams, I had resigned myself to 
another slog through the Ossi, only to discover time around how unbelievably breathtaking they were 
when I read them a second time. The realization that even I, who had been studying literature for years, 
could experience such a thorough reversal in my appreciation of Italian poetry was one that I wanted to 
share with my students. Earlier that week we had read verses from Dante’s Inferno XXVI; we had talked 
about Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata; and we had even taken a look at the opening of Dino Buzzati’s Il 
deserto dei tartari, with its clipped, elegant prose and its fine examples of the passato remoto at work. All 
were works I had found easy to love, works that slid into my lesson plans with ease. Sensing my own 
enthusiasm, the students had taken on these texts without hesitation, and when they read Dante out loud 
their voices grew strong, as if the weight of reading Dante had somehow seeped in. 

With Montale, however, I wanted us to work through something that was difficult even for me, 
something that did not reward a superficial glance. We read it together as a class, and they read it in small 
groups. They paired images with words for which they had images; they collaborated to try to string 
together the rest.  What we came up with in the end, pooling our efforts, was a series of images and 
associations that more than honored the poem. To show my students how well they had done, I displayed 
a number of paintings that had been associated with the lyric by scholars of literature, and they sat back 
and were truly impressed with themselves. “This was hard,” they said, but they were not complaining. I 
shared my own experience of wanting to throw the Ossi against a wall before coming to love them, and I 
promised them that if they took one more semester of Italian and then read “Forse un mattino andando” 
again, they would find yet more meaning.  

I strive to both challenge and empower the students in any class I teach. I do not want to alienate 
them with something unnecessarily difficult, or to imply that because I love something they must love it, 
too. At the same time, I consider a task that does not resolve easily to be a sign of my high regard for their 
capabilities. I want them to walk away feeling like they did something, not like I taught them something. 
Most important, I want them to sense how much more there is for them to learn if they are willing to keep 
pushing themselves. They read Italo Calvino’s famous words on reading classics and they want to 
approach that experience. I believe that even beginning students can access these texts on some level, and 
that showing students what they are capable of doing with their hard-won language is one of the most 
inspiring insights a teacher can provide. Literary language comes with intention: each verse or sentence is 
composed with great deliberation and attention to detail, and the more Italian one knows, the more of that 
nuance one sees in those structures. This is the prize, I want students to know, and it’s there for them, and 
their ability to access it grows exponentially as they deepen their studies.  

My own research has led me deep into questions of how we read and how authors envision and 
shape the reader’s experience. In teaching language and literature courses, I continually ask my students 
to read and consider how language is being used in every context. This can be as simple as a critical 
consideration of how the formal and informal are used in spoken Italian, for the beginning student, or as 
complex as how words are chosen in poetry like Montale’s for their immediate meaning, their phonetic 
resonance and their literary and geographic connotations. When I invite students to consider a text that I 
myself continue to grapple with, I want to know what questions they have for the text. The most 
productive seminar discussions materialize when I let students lead a textual inquiry by raising the parts 
that they find most compelling, that most resonate with their own academic and literary interests. I come 
ready to illuminate the path that I have taken through the text, but I also come ready for them to lead me 
down theirs. Their questions are often the best, most difficult ones, and learning to pursue them with the 
same rigor, precision and thoughtfulness is learning to read critically and enjoy the pursuit. 


